Safe and Effective Elementary STEM in the Age of COVID-19!
At SEED, Inc., we understand the challenges that schools are facing to make science a
hands-on learning experience, while adhering to distancing restrictions. Let us help you
solve this challenge with some of our innovative and fully customized programs! We
have helped schools maintain strong science during this age of COVID by preparing
online lessons with affordable individual science kits for students to use at home!

• Virtual lessons prepared by professional science educators for your
students with their needs in mind
• Affordable personalized at-home science material kits for students
• Lesson plans, worksheets and slides to aid teachers with online
classroom learning
• In-school personal science kits for students (no shared materials)
• Customized lessons to meet state science standards for grades K-6
“SEED has provided my 4th grader with weeks of virtual lessons and hands-on
experiments at home that she absolutely loves! My daughter looks forward to
watching each video and doing the activity alongside the scientists. She finds them
fun and always looks forward to the next lesson. So far my daughter has learned
about light waves, secret codes, specialized animal body parts, and land weathering.
Each time she is excited to share what she’s learned and as a former teacher myself,
I am always impressed. This has truly been an excellent program for my child and
her classmates!”
- 4th Grade Parent
“You have done an amazing job creating these lessons, activities, videos, and
worksheets! I think your pacing is wonderful. You have a friendly approachable way
about you (even if we only see you on video!) that the students will gravitate to and
feel comfortable learning from you. You do an exceptional job connecting these
complex science concepts to everyday experiences that the students can relate
to. And as simple as it is, the bloopers reel reinforces the idea it's okay to make
mistakes. Thank you for sharing your time and talents with our students .” -Special
Education Teacher
“You have done a fantastic job! Your videos are clear, easy to follow, engaging, and
entertaining, too! You piece everything together seamlessly. I'm just so
impressed!! You maintain a perfect pace and model everything in a way that makes
it easy for your viewers to make sense of. Super job!!!” -4th Grade Teacher

Science & Engineering Education Development (SEED), Inc is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to providing teacher education focused on innovative, systemic changes that
enhance elementary science education. Our Vision is to create teachers who
encourage a love of science in their students and help develop the next generation of
curious scientists. www.Seededucation.net, @Science_SEED

Contact Dr. Sandra Pearl or Dr. Elizabeth Bless to discuss how we can partner to help with
your elementary science needs. sandy@seededucation.net liz@seededucation.net

